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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the design of space–time
overlays to upgrade single-antenna wireless communication
systems to efficiently accommodate multiple transmit antennas.
We define the overlay constraint such that the signal transmitted
from the first antenna in the upgraded system is the same as that
in the single-antenna system. The signals transmitted from the
remaining antennas are designed according to space–time coding
principles to achieve full spatial diversity in quasi-static flat
fading channels. For both binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and
quaternary phase-shift keying-modulated systems, we develop an
algebraic design framework that exploits the structure of existing
single-dimensional convolutional codes in designing overlays that
achieve full spatial diversity with minimum additional decoding
complexity at the receiver. We also investigate a concatenated
coding approach for BPSK overlay design in which the inner code
is an orthogonal block code. This approach is shown to yield near
optimal asymptotic performance for quasi-static fading channels.
We conclude by offering a brief discussion outlining the extension
of the proposed techniques to time-varying block fading channels.

Index Terms—Convolutional codes, fading channels, multiple-
input–multiple-output (MIMO), space–time coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LMOST all digital wireless communication systems
employ some form of channel coding to protect the raw

data from channel noise and multipath fading effects. In single
transmit-antenna systems, channel coding only adds temporal
redundancy to the raw data aiming to exploit the temporal
diversity provided by time-varying wireless fading channels.
The availability of multiple transmit antennas allows for an
additional degree of freedom in code design. Space–time
coding was introduced in [1] as a two-dimensional (2-D)
coding paradigm that exploits the spatial diversity provided
by multiple transmit antennas in quasi-static flat fading chan-
nels. This principle was later generalized in [2] to construct
2-D space–time codes that exploit both temporal and spatial
diversity available in multiantenna systems operating in mul-
tiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) block fading channels.
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Thus far, research on space–time code design has not fully
considered the limitations and capabilities of existing single-an-
tenna wireless systems [1], [3], [4]. On one hand, the optimized
physical layer parameters obtained from those designs may
not satisfy certain practical constraints imposed on the system,
for example, certain designs require larger constellation sizes
to achieve the same throughput [5]. On the other hand, those
designs did not exploit the single-dimensional channel coding
already employed in almost all practical single-antenna sys-
tems. In this paper, we consider the design of space–time
overlays for upgrading convolutionally coded single-antenna
wireless systems to efficiently accommodate multiple transmit
antennas. We develop an algebraic design approach that utilizes
the structure of single-dimensional convolutional codes to
construct space–time overlays that achieve full spatial transmit
diversity while satisfying a certain overlay constraint. This
constraint ensures that the signal transmitted from the first
antenna in the upgraded system is the same as that in the
single antenna system. This allows for a smooth upgrade when
moving from a single transmit-antenna system to a multiple
transmit-antenna system. The constraint also ensures that the
modulation will not be changed (the orthogonal designs, for
example, in some cases require larger constellations to support
the same rate [5]).

For binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)-modulated systems
with rate binary convolutional codes, we construct
space–time overlays that preserve the same trellis complexity
of the single-dimensional code. On the contrary, for quaternary
phase-shift keying (QPSK), the general design approach entails
the use of systematic inner codes that achieve full diversity.
This approach suffers from the additional complexity required
to decode the inner space–time code. However, for the special
case of QPSK systems using rate binary convolutional
codes with Gray mapping, we present a new space–time
overlay construction with the same trellis complexity as the
single-dimensional code. Therefore, in most cases, our designs
allow for a space–time maximum-likelihood (ML) decoder with
the same trellis complexity as the original single-dimensional
decoder. The only difference is that the branch labeling needs
to be modified at the receiver. This can be stored on a look-up
table and does not require changing the chip.

We also investigate the use of the orthogonal block designs
proposed by Tarokhet al. as inner space–time codes with full
spatial transmit diversity [5]. We argue in favor of the opti-
mality of this approach, in terms of the product distance metric
[1], for BPSK-modulated systems in quasi-static fading chan-
nels. In QPSK systems, however, the inner orthogonal coding
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approach only satisfies the overlay constraint for systems with
two transmit antennas [5], which limits its practical utility.

While the development in this paper focuses primarily on
quasi-static fading channels, the extension to time-varying block
fading channels is straightforward. This extension is possible
through the framework introduced in [2]. One important result
in this regard, outlined in Section V, pertains to the inner orthog-
onal coding approach and its inability to achieve the maximum
possible diversity advantage in such channels.

We note that throughout the paper only a very limited
number of antennas is assumed at the receiver. This scenario
represents the down-link of most wireless systems where the
number of receive antennas at the terminal is limited by the
weight, size, and battery consumption requirements. As argued
in [2], the space–time code design problem in such systems
is more challenging than that in systems with a large number
of receive antennas. In the latter scenario, efficient signal
processing algorithms can be exploited to separate the signals
transmitted from different antennas at the receiver. This reduces
the code design problem to a single-dimensional code design in
time-varying block fading channels, whereas in the scenario,
underhand 2-D code design is required to account for the
mutually interfering transmitted signals.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model is presented in Section II. In Section III, we consider
the design of space–time overlays for BPSK- and QPSK-mod-
ulated systems. The use of orthogonal block designs as inner
space–time codes in existing convolutionally coded wireless
systems is discussed in Section IV. In Section V, we offer a brief
discussion outlining the extension of the proposed techniques to
time-varying block fading channels. In Section VI, we exhibit
some design examples with simulation results that demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed approach. Finally, we present some
concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In the single-antenna system, the source generatesin-
formation symbols from the discrete alphabet, which are
encoded by the error control code to produce code words

of length over the symbol alphabet
. The modulator mapping function then maps

the encoded symbols into constellation points from the discrete
complex-valued signaling constellation for transmission
across the channel. In the multi-antenna system, theinfor-
mation symbols are encoded by the composite error control
code to produce code words of length over the
symbol alphabet . The encoded symbols are parsed among

transmit antennas and, as part of the overlay constraint,
mapped by the same modulatorinto constellation points. The
modulated streams for all antennas are transmitted simultane-
ously. At the receiver, there are receive antennas to collect
the incoming transmissions. The received baseband signals are
subsequently decoded by the space–time decoder. Each spatial
channel (the link between one transmit antenna and one receive
antenna) is assumed to experience statistically independent flat
Rayleigh fading.

We formally defined a space–time code to consist of an un-
derlying error control code together with the spatial parsing
formatter.

Definition 1: An space–time code of size con-
sists of an ( , ) error control code and a spatial parser
that maps each code word vector to an matrix
whose entries are rearrangement of those of. The space–time
code is said to be linear if both and are linear.

We will assume that the standard parser maps

to the matrix

...
...

.. .
...

In this notation, it is understood that is the code symbol
assigned to transmit antennaat time . Therefore, the overlay
requirement translates to the following constraint:

(1)

Let be the baseband version of the code word as
transmitted across the channel, then we have the following base-
band model of the received signal for the overlay system:

(2)

where is the energy per transmitted symbol; is the
complex path gain from transmit antennato receive antenna

at time ; is the transmitted constellation point
from antenna at time ; is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) sample for receive antennaat time . The noise sam-
ples are independent samples of zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variable with variance per dimension. The dif-
ferent path gains are assumed to be statistically independent.
The fading model of primary interest is that of a quasi-static flat
Rayleigh fading process in which the complex fading gains are
constant over the same code word and are independent from one
code word to the next. Channel state information is assumed to
be availablea priori only at the receiver.

The diversity advantage of a space–time code is defined as the
minimum of the absolute value of the asymptotic slope of the
pairwise probability of error versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
curve on a log-log scale. The following rank criterion was pro-
posed in [1] and [3] to maximize the spatial diversity advantage
provided by the multiple transmit antenna.

• Baseband Rank Criterion: Maximize
over all pairs of distinct code words, .

Full spatial transmit diversity is achieved if and only if
for all pairs of distinct code words,
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. It can be shown that [1], in the presence of receive
antennas, the total diversity advantage achieved by this code in
quasi-static fading channels is .

III. SPACE–TIME OVERLAY DESIGN

In this section, we present a design framework for full-di-
versity space–time codes that satisfy the overlay constraint (1)
and require minimal additional decoding complexity over the
single-dimensional Viterbi decoder used in the single-antenna
system.

A. BPSK Modulation

For BPSK modulation, the natural discrete symbol alphabet
is the field of integers modulo 2. Modulation is

performed by mapping the symbol to the constellation
point according to the rule .
Note that it is possible for the modulation format to include an
arbitrary phase offset [4]. Notationally, the circled operator

will be used to distinguish modulo 2 addition from real- or
complex-valued ( , ) operations.

The baseband rank criterion does not allow for a systematic
approach for designing algebraic space–time codes because it
applies to the complex domain rather than the discrete domain
in which codes are traditionally designed. In [4], the authors de-
veloped the following binary rank criterion to aid the design of
algebraic full-diversity space–time codes for BPSK modulation

Theorem 2 (Binary Rank Criterion):Let be a linear
space–time code with underlying binary codeof length

where . Suppose that every nonzero code
word is a matrix of full rank over the binary field . Then,
for BPSK transmission over the quasi-static fading channel, the
space–time code achieves full spatial transmit diversity .

Now, let be the rate binary convolutional code used
in the single-antenna system. The encoder processesbinary
input sequences and produces coded
output sequences , which are mul-
tiplexed together to form the output code word. A sequence

is often represented by the formal series
. We refer to as a

-transform pair. The action of the binary convolutional en-
coder is linear and is characterized by the so-called impulse
responses associating output with
input . Thus, the encoder action is summarized by the ma-
trix equation

where ,
, and

...
...

.. .
...

We consider the space–time overlay codein which the code
word transmitted from antennais obtained through
the action of a rate convolutionl encoder with transfer func-
tion on the -tuple information stream . It is

clear that the overlay constraint (1) is satisfied if and only if
.

The following proposition establishes sufficient condi-
tions on which guarantee that the
space–time overlay achieves full spatial transmit diversity.

Proposition 3 (BPSK Overlay Construction):Let
be transfer functions

for rate convolutional codes, , and let be the
space–time code of dimensionconsisting of the code words

...

where denotes the formal series of arbitrary binary
information sequences and . Then satisfies the bi-
nary rank criterion, and thus, for BPSK transmission over the
quasi-static fading channel, achieves full spatial transmit diver-
sity , if and only if have
the property that

is of rank over (the space of all formal series) unless
.

Proof: Let have rank over . Then, for

to be equal to 0, we need or
. Hence, satisfies the binary rank criterion.

Let have rank less thanover . Then, there
is nonzero such that

for given , other than the all-zero case. Hence,
does not satisfy the binary rank criterion.

For the special case where is a rate convolutional
code, it is sufficient to choose for any single
arbitrary , , according to the stacking construc-
tion proposed in [4] to ensure that the resulting space–time code
achieves full diversity. However, it is more intuitively appealing
to construct for all , , according
to the stacking construction.

Except for the constraint that , Theorem
3 does not impose upper bounds on the constraint lengths of the
other transfer functions . However, re-
stricting these constraint lengths serves to limit the trellis com-
plexity of the overall space–time code. More specifically, we
can leverage the existing Viterbi decoder for the single antenna
code through limiting the maximum constraint length of

to be equal to that of . This
way, the resulting space–time code has the same trellis com-
plexity as and the only modification required is to
change the branch metric computations of the single-antenna
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Viterbi decoder. The branch metric computations depend on the
number of transmit and receive antennas, as described in [1].

B. QPSK Modulation

For QPSK modulation, the natural discrete symbol alphabet
is the ring of integers modulo 4. Modulation

is performed by mapping the symbol to the constel-
lation point according to the rule , where

. Again, the absolute phase reference of the QPSK con-
stellation could have been chosen arbitrarily without affecting
the performance [4]. Since the binary rank criterion developed
in [4] for QPSK modulated space–time codes pertains to certain
projections of the -valued matrix over the binary field, we
need the following definitions.

Let be a -valued matrix that consists of exactlyrows
and columns that are not multiples of two. After suitable row
permutations if necessary, it has the following row structure:

...

...

The row-based indicant projection (-projection) is then de-
fined as

...

...

where is the binary projection (i.e., remainder after divi-
sion by two) of the vector . Similarly, the column-based
indicant projection ( -projection) is defined as

(3)

The row and column indicant projections serve to indicate
certain aspects of the binary structure of thematrix in which
multiples of two are ignored. Using these binary indicants, we
developed the following binary rank criterion for QPSK-modu-
lated codes [4].

Theorem 4 (QPSK Binary Rank Criterion):Let be a linear
space–time code over , with . Suppose that

for every nonzero , the row-based indicant or the
column-based indicant has full rank over . Then, for
QPSK transmission, the space–time codeachieves full spatial
diversity .

The common practice in most single antenna communication
systems is to use binary convolutional codes with optimal free
distances . The encoder output is then mapped to theal-
phabet according to the Gray mapping rule (i.e.,

). The resulting code is known to maximize
the minimum Hamming distance between any two distinct code

words and hence, maximizes the minimum Euclidean distance
among the class of codes based on binary convolutional code.

1) General Design Approach:Exploiting the structure
of the single-dimensional binary code in designing QPSK
space–time overlays is more complicated than the BPSK sce-
nario, due to the nonlinearity of the Gray mapped binary code
over the ring of integers. In this case, the QPSK binary rank
criterion only applies to differences between code words which
increases the difficulty involved in extracting an algebraic
framework for constructing overlays. Therefore, our proposed
solution for the general problem entails the use of systematic
inner space–time codes that satisfy the overlay constraint and
achieve full spatial diversity. The stacking construction in [4]
can be the basis for constructing systematic inner block or
convolutional codes achieving full diversity [4]. For the sake of
completeness, we will provide a brief description of the inner
convolutional code design principle.

The coded output stream after Gray mapping is
presented at the input of the inner rate convolutional
code with the transfer function

(4)

In the natural space–time formatting of , the output se-
quence corresponding to is
assigned to theth transmit antenna. This construction satisfies
the overlay constraint if and only if is a systematic code
(i.e., ). The resulting space–time codesatisfies the
QPSK binary rank criterion under relatively mild conditions on
the generator polynomials.

Proposition 5 (QPSK Overlay Construction I):Let
be the coefficients matrix corresponding to the natural
space–time code associated with the rate nonrecursive
convolutional code . Then satisfies the QPSK binary
rank criterion, and thus achieves full spatial transmit diversity

for QPSK transmission, if the binary projection has
full rank as a matrix of coefficients over the binary field.

Proof: Please refer to [4].
It is worth noting that the popular delay diversity transmis-

sion format is a special case of Proposition 5. Since the condi-
tion in Proposition 5 is related to the binary projection of the
transfer function, the linear codes can be obtained by lifting
full diversity binary convolutional codes to the domain (i.e.,
each 1 in the binary code coefficients matrix can be replaced
with either 1 or 3 and each 0 with either 0 or 2). As introduced
in [4], binary rate convolutional codes with optimal
are promising candidates for this application as their associated
natural space–time codes usually satisfy the binary rank cri-
teria. Furthermore, as shown in [6], these codes outperform the
best space–time trellis codes found so far by extensive computer
search methods, especially for increasing numbers of antennas.
[4, Table 1] provides a list of the full-diversity nonsystematic
feed-forward binary convolutional codes with optimal free dis-
tances covering a wide range of constraint lengths and numbers
of antennas. The desired full diversity inner systematic codes
can be obtained by lifting the recursive version of those optimal
free distance codes to the domain.

The main limitation of this overlay construction is the addi-
tional complexity required at the decoder. Joint ML decoding of
the outer single-dimensional code and the inner systematic
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space–time code is expected to be of prohibitive complexity,
especially for a large number of transmit antennas, due to the
large number of states in the joint trellis diagram. Fortunately,
this does not impose a major obstacle, since this coding scheme
allows for a straightforward application of the turbo processing
architecture [7]. A soft input/soft output decoder can be used
for both and , and the decoding process should be iter-
ated with soft information passing between the two decoders
[7], [8]. A random interleaver should be used to scramble the
output stream of before passing it to . This is necessary
to aid the turbo decoder convergence [8], [9], and does not affect
the diversity advantage achieved by the inner space–time code.
Guided by the excellent performance exhibited by this architec-
ture in various applications [8], [10], [11], one would expect this
receiver to offer a very close performance to ML decoding with
a reasonable complexity.

2) Rate Coded Systems:The added complexity
required to decode the space–time overlay construction in
Proposition 5 can be avoided when is a rate convo-
lutional code. In this special case, we provide a space–time
overlay construction with the same trellis complexity as that of

. For simplicity of presentation, we will first consider the
case where is a rate 1/2 binary convolutional code. The
extension to arbitrary rate codes is then briefly outlined.

We assume that the two output branches from the encoder
, are grouped according to the Gray mapping

rule to form the stream . The only implication of this
assumption is that temporal interleaving has to be performed on
a QPSK symbol-by-symbol basis. Based on the Gray mapping
rule, we have the following relation:

(5)

and hence

(6)

Therefore, the binary projection of the stream is equivalent
to a rate 1 convolutionally encoded stream with the generator
polynomial . This observation inspires the
following overlay construction.

Proposition 6 (QPSK Overlay Construction II):Let be
a space–time code obtained by grouping the two
output branches from rate 1/2 binary convolutional encoders

according to the Gray mapping
rule. Then, for QPSK transmission over the quasi-static fading
channel, satisfies the QPSK binary rank criterion, and hence,
achieves full spatial diversity if

unless .
Proof: Let

unless

. Based on the Gray mapping
rule, the two output branches from the encoder and

that correspond to antenna, , are
grouped to yield

The binary projection of is

for . Therefore, the row-based indicant projec-
tion is given by

...

...

Now, , we have

unless or . Hence,
has full rank for all nonzero codewords. Therefore,

satisfies the QPSK binary rank criterion, and hence, achieves
full spatial diversity.

Proposition 6 implies that it is sufficient to choose
according to the stacking

condition in [4] to ensure that the code achieves full diversity.
By restricting the maximum constraint length of any component
in to be equal to that of , it is easy to see that has
the same trellis complexity as .

It is clear that Proposition 6 can be easily extended to con-
struct space–time overlays for systems with rate codes.
For rate codes, the condition in Proposition 6 should
be slightly modified. In this case, the code needs to be repre-
sented in a rate form, and the condition for full
diversity is that all the linear combinations of the
transfer functions resulting from the binary projection operator

must have full rank 2 over the space of all formal series.
The trellis diagram of the new representation has four branches
coming out of each state. However, the number of branches per
decoding bit remains the same as that in the single-dimensional
code .
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IV. ORTHOGONAL BLOCK CODES

The algebraic framework developed in Sections III-A
and III-B encompasses wide range of convolutional-based
space–time overlays. All space–time codes within this frame-
work achieve full spatial diversity. The second criterion that
determines the performance of space–time codes in quasi-static
fading channels is the product distance (coding advantage)
which does not affect the asymptotic slope, but results in a
shift of the asymptotic performance curve [1], [4], [12]. The
question now arises, Which of those full diversity space–time
codes enjoys the best product distance, and hence, achieves
optimal asymptotic performance? In this section, we provide
an upper bound on the product distance of linear BPSK
space–time codes in quasi-static fading channels in terms of
the free distance of the underlying binary code. This bound
suggests that using the full diversity orthogonal space–time
codes introduced by Tarokhet al. [5] as space–time appliques
in concatenation with outer optimal convolutional codes
provides close-to-optimal performance within the class of
BPSK convolutional overlays presented in the previous sec-
tion. In the next section, we show that the optimality of this
concatenated coding approach is limited to quasi-static fading
channels and does not extend to time-varying channels. Except
for systems with two transmit antennas, the inner orthogonal
block coding approach is not suitable for QPSK modulation
because it requires a larger constellation size to achieve the
same throughput which violates the overlay constraint [5].

In quasi-static fading channels, the product distanceof a
space–time code is defined as the minimum, over all distinct
pairs of code words , , of the geometric mean of the
eigenvalues of [1], [3]. Now,
we have the following upper bound on the product distance of
the class of linear BPSK space–time codes in Definition 1.

Lemma 7: Let be a linear full diversity space–time
code with underlying binary code of length , where

, and free distance . Then, for BPSK transmis-
sion over the quasi-static fading channel, the space–time code
product distance is upper bounded by (i.e.,

).
Proof: Let be the eigenvalues of the full rank

matrix , then

(7)

where is the binary distance between the code words,
, and

(8)

Subject to this constraint on the sum of the eigenvalues, it is
easy to see that the product distance obtained by the optimal
parsing function is upper bounded by

(9)

TABLE I
COMPARISONBETWEEN THEPRODUCT DISTANCE OF THECONCATENATED

CODING APPROACH AND THEUPPERBOUND FOR ABPSK SYSTEM WITH RATE

1/2 SINGLE-DIMENSIONAL CODE AND OPTIMAL FREE DISTANCE

Orthogonal space–time codes are particularly appealing
because of the simplicity of their ML decoder [5]. This sim-
plicity is a result of the orthogonality between the rows of the
space–time code-word matrix. It is straightforward to see
that using a slightly modified version of the real orthogonal
space–time codes [5]—some columns are multiples by (1)
to adjust the sign of the first entry—as inner appliques to
upgrade single-antenna BPSK-modulated systems satisfies
the overlay constraint (1). The following result establishes the
remarkable product distance achieved by this overlay design
which rivals that of the optimal convolutional based space–time
overlay with the same constraint length. Quite interestingly,
this near-optimal performance is also facilitated by the orthog-
onality between the rows of the resulting space–time code.

Lemma 8: Let be a full diversity concatenated
space–time code with single-dimensional outer code of
length and inner orthogonal block code of length, and let

be the free distance of . Then, for BPSK transmission
over the quasi-static fading channel, the product distance ofis

.
Proof: The orthogonality between the different rows of

results in a diagonal
for all distinct pairs of code words, . Hence, for

the code with the minimum distance separation , we
have

(10)

which was to be shown.
Table I compares the product distance achieved by the con-

catenated coding approach and the upper bound in Lemma 7
for some exemplary scenarios. In this comparison, the con-
straint lengths of and are the same to allow for the
same decoder complexity. In all considered cases, it is shown
that the concatenated coding approach achieves either optimal
or very-near-optimal performance. It is also worth noting that
the same optimality argument for this overlay design approach
holds for QPSK-modulated systems with only two transmit
antennas in quasi-static fading channels.
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V. COMMENT ON THE EXTENSION TO

BLOCK FADING CHANNELS

In block fading channels, the code word is composed of mul-
tiple blocks. The fading coefficients are constant over one fading
block but are independent from block to block. The number of
fading blocks per code word can be regarded as a measure
of the interleaving delay allowed in the system, so that systems
subject to a strict delay constraint are usually characterized by
a small number of independent blocks [13].

It is easy to see that the framework developed in Section III for
the quasi-static fading channel can be extended to block fading
channels using the machinery introduced in [2]. The objective
in this scenario is to exploit both temporal and spatial diversity
available in the system. In such channels, the maximum transmit
diversity advantage possible with space–time overlays (without
factoring in the receive antennas effect) is given by [2], [8], [14]

(11)

where is the number of transmit antennas,is the number of
fading blocks per code word,is the transmission rate, and
is the size of the constellation alphabet. It is interesting to com-
pare this result with the maximum diversity advantage possible
for the single-antenna system supporting the same transmission
throughput [14]

(12)

where it is clear that . This inequality suggests
that design approaches optimized for quasi-static fading chan-
nels may not yield the maximum possible diversity advantage
for block fading channels. The primary example is the concate-
nated coding approach with inner block orthogonal space–time
codes discussed in the previous section. In the previous section,
we argued that this approach yields excellent performance in
quasi-static fading channels. Unfortunately, this excellent per-
formance does not carry on to block fading channels in general.
The reason is that the simple ML decoder dictates the transmis-
sion of a complete inner code word in the same fading state
[5]. This limits the maximum possible diversity advantage to

. Table II compares , for some exem-
plary scenarios.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present results for the proposed algebraic
space–time overlays for convolutionally coded systems. We
present the search results for algebraic space–time overlays
obtained from underlying rate 1/2 and rate 1/3 convolutional
codes [15]. In particular, Table III presents algebraic overlays
for systems with underlying single-dimensional rate 1/2 convo-
lutional codes. We consider transmit antennas and
convolutional codes with constraint lengths of .
All codes achieve full diversity for both BPSK and QPSK
transmissions (with Gray mapping) over the quasi-static fading
channel, i.e., they satisfy the BPSK and QPSK rank criteria.
Furthermore, with the exception of the constraint length
convolutional code which achieves free distance of ,
those codes achieve optimal values of the free distance.

TABLE II
POSSIBLE DIVERSITY ADVANTAGES OF THE ALGEBRAIC OVERLAY

APPROACH AND THECONCATENATED CODING APPROACH IN A BPSK
SYSTEM WITH 0.5 b/s/Hz

TABLE III
SPACE–TIME OVERLAYS FOR RATE 1/2 CODED SYSTEMS

TABLE IV
SPACE–TIME OVERLAYS FOR RATE 1/3 CODED SYSTEMS

In Table IV, we present overlays obtained for systems with
underlying rate 1/3 convolutional codes. We consider

transmit antennas and convolutional codes with constraint
lengths . All codes provide optimal values of

while achieving full diversity for both BPSK and QPSK
transmissions.

Next, we present simulation results for the proposed algebraic
convolutional space–time overlays. These results demonstrate
the excellent performance achieved by the proposed designs and
quantify the possible improvements with increasing numbers of
transmit antennas. In all the examples, one frame corresponds
to 130 transmissions for all antennas. We focus on the scenario
with rate 1/2 single-dimensional code, and hence, the system
achieves a spectral efficiency of 0.5 and 1 b/s/Hz in the case of
BPSK and QPSK modulation, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Performance ofK = 7 algebraic BPSK space–time overlays with
different number of transmit antennas(L = 1).

Fig. 2. Performance of algebraic BPSK space–time overlays with different
constraint lengths (L = 2, L = 2).

In the first set of figures, we consider BPSK-modulated sys-
tems. Fig. 1 provides performance comparisons for the con-
straint length 7 algebraic space–time overlays with one, two, and
three transmit antennas. The number of receive antennas is one
in the three cases. We observe that at a frame-error rate (FER) of

the systems with two and three transmit antennas provide
gains of approximately 3 and 5 dB over the underlying single an-
tenna system. At a FER of , the gains of the convolutional
space–time overlays with two and three antennas compared to
the single-antenna system are even higher: 8 and 10.5 dB, re-
spectively. In Fig. 2, we compare the performance of space–time
overlays with different constraint lengths. We consider the case
with two transmit and two receive antennas. The performance of
convolutional space–time codes is shown to improve as the con-
straint length of the code increases. For example, the constraint
length convolutional code outperforms the constraint
length code by 1.5 dB. Fig. 3 compares the performance
of the algebraic convolutional space–time overlay and that of
the concatenated coding approach with inner orthogonal codes.

Fig. 3. Performance of theK = 7 algebraic BPSK space–time overlay and
the concatenated coding approach with inner orthogonal code and outerK = 7
convolutional code with optimal free distance (L = 2,L = 2).

Fig. 4. Performance ofK = 7 algebraic QPSK space–time overlays with
different number of transmit antennas(L = 1).

In this particular scenario, we can see that both approaches pro-
vide identical performance.

The same comparisons are then repeated for QPSK-mod-
ulated systems. In Fig. 4, we quantify the gain obtained by
increasing the number of transmit antennas when algebraic
space–time overlays are used. At a FER of , the systems
with two and three transmit antennas provide gains of approx-
imately 3 and 4.5 dB, whereas at a FER of , the gains
increase to 7.5 and 10 dB, respectively. Fig. 5 compares the
performance of space–time overlays with different constraint
lengths in a system with two transmit and two receive antennas.
It is shown that the constraint length space–time code
outperforms the constraint length code by 1.5 dB,
similar to the BPSK scenario. The performance of the
and algebraic overlays is compared in Fig. 6 for the case
of three transmit and three receive antennas, where it is shown
that the convolutional code outperforms the
code by 1 dB at a FER of .
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Fig. 5. Performance of algebraic QPSK space–time overlays with different
constraint lengths (L = 2, L = 2).

Fig. 6. Performance of algebraic QPSK space–time overlays with different
constraint lengths (L = 3, L = 3).

Finally, a comparison between the proposed QPSK overlays
and the best BPSK space–time convolutional codes [4] is
presented in Fig. 7. We illustrate the FER performance of the
constraint length convolutional codes. Both systems
achieve a spectral efficiency of 1 b/s/Hz. We consider two
transmit and one or two receive antennas. In both cases, the
QPSK space–time overlay outperforms the best known BPSK
space–time convolutional code by about 1 dB. This gain
can be attributed to the lower coding rate of the proposed
overlay. Clearly, the space–time overlays for convolutionally
coded systems are not only suitable as an upgrade of existing
single-antenna systems, but they represent an appealing so-
lution due to their excellent performance in the multiantenna
system.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the design of space–time over-
lays to upgrade convolutionally coded single-antenna wireless
communication systems. We developed an algebraic frame-

Fig. 7. FER performance comparison for theK = 7 BPSK space–time
convolutional code and theK = 7 QPSK space–time overlay forL = 2

transmit antennas andL = 1 orL = 2 receive antennas.

work for constructing convolutional space–time overlays that
achieve full spatial diversity in quasi-static fading channels
without altering the signal transmitted from the first antenna.
For BPSK-modulated systems, we presented a general ap-
proach for constructing space–time overlay codes with the
same trellis complexity as the code used in the single-antenna
system. The general approach for QPSK-modulated systems
involves the use of systematic inner space–time codes that
require separate soft input/soft output decoders at the receiver.
For QPSK-modulated systems using rate binary convolu-
tional codes with Gray mapping, we presented an alternative
space–time construction with the same trellis complexity as
the single-dimensional convolutional code.

We also investigated the use of orthogonal designs as inner
space–time block codes that achieve full spatial diversity [5].
For BPSK-modulated signals, we showed that this approach
satisfies the overlay constraint, while achieving optimal or very-
near-optimal performance in quasi-static fading channels. On
the other hand, this approach only satisfies the overlay constraint
for QPSK-modulated systems with two transmit antennas. For
more than two transmit antennas, larger constellation sizes are
needed to allow for the same transmission throughput [5].

In Section V, we offered a brief comment on the extension of
the design framework to block fading channels. This extension
is straightforward using the machinery introduced in [2]. We
showed that in such channels the orthogonal inner space–time
coding approach does not achieve the maximum diversity ad-
vantage possible using the algebraic framework presented in this
paper. As a final remark, it is worth noting that the choice of con-
volutional codes as the basis of our presentation was only mo-
tivated by their widespread use in most practical applications.
The framework established in this paper for constructing alge-
braic space–time overlays can be easily extended to block coded
systems.
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